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Resumo
A Lei n. 13.979, de 6 de fevereiro de 2020, regula medidas de saúde pública relacionadas à emergência do novo coronavírus com alto potencial restritivo de direitos fundamentais, inclusive a quarentena e o isolamento. Esta análise critica aborda a dimensão internacional da emergência, além da tramitação casuística e antidemocrática da lei brasileira. Com base na legislação epidemiológica em vigor, escrutina estas medidas excepcionais e as salvaguardas à sua implementação.
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Abstract
Law no. 13,979, of February 6, 2020, regulates public health measures related to the emergence of the new coronavirus with high potential to restrict fundamental rights, including quarantine and isolation. This critical analysis addresses the international dimension of the emergency, and the casuistic and anti-democratic procedure of the Brazilian law. Based on health law principles and the epidemiological legislation in force, it scrutinizes restrictive measures and safeguards for its implementation.
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Introduction

Law no. 13,979, of February 6, 2020, hereinafter referred to as the “quarantine law”, brings significant innovations to the Brazilian legal order insofar as it regulates matters such as the imposition of isolation and quarantine measures for people and animals; mandatory laboratory tests, vaccinations, exams and medical treatments; the temporary restriction on the entry and exit of people and goods from the country; the requisition of private goods and services by the State, among others, establishing limits but also safeguards in relation to the exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms provided for in the Federal Constitution in force. However, its reach is limited exclusively to “coping with the coronavirus responsible for the 2019 outbreak”, and cannot exceed the duration of the Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), which was declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) in January 30, 2020. WHO recognized the existence of a “COVID-19 pandemic” on 11 March 2020.

The purpose of this article is to offer a critical analysis of the quarantine law, highlighting its positive and negative aspects, having as reference values the protection of public health, democracy, health law principles, human rights and fundamental freedoms. Such analysis is justified by the growing trivialization of restrictive measures of rights at the global level, motivated, in general, by the widespread panic among populations. It is not just about China, a dictatorial regime and the epicenter of the international spread of the new coronavirus, which has implemented radical measures...
to contain the disease in the most affected regions, including the isolation of populous cities, the closure of establishments, including schools, and the suspension of public transport operation\textsuperscript{7}. Italy, which was the second epicenter of the disease and is an important European democracy, also adopted measures similar to those of China, which were considered “frantic, irrational and unmotivated”, capable of creating a “state of fear” as a justification for exceptional measures\textsuperscript{8}. Significant tensions between local and central authorities have also been reported, stemming from the regionalism that characterizes the Italian health system, with the adoption of different protocols depending on the region in question\textsuperscript{9}.

From a theoretical point of view, this article positions itself in the critical studies of global health as it addresses the interaction between political agendas and the ways in which ideas about emergencies are presented, interpreted, justified, legitimized and contested\textsuperscript{10}. It also intends to be considered a critical study because it is “people-centered”\textsuperscript{11}, as opposed to security, dogmatic or technical approaches.

As it is a legal article, it is important to highlight the growing recognition of the importance of law in global health. Indeed, the different forms of regulation can positively or negatively influence: national health systems; the political agendas of States, international organizations and private actors; population access to health (including medicines and primary care); the fight against different forms of discrimination, among others and numerous topics, which influenced the emergence of the expression “legal determinants of global health”\textsuperscript{12}.


\textsuperscript{9} ALONGE, Guillaume; GUARNIERI, Francesca. Le patient italien ou la vie au temps du Coronavirus. AOC - Analyse, Opinion, Critique. 02 mar. 2020.

\textsuperscript{10} NUNES, João; PIMENTA, Denise. “A epidemia de Zika e os limites da saúde global”. Lua Nova: Revista de Cultura e Política, n. 98, 2026, p. 21-46.


The article has five sections. The first presents the process by which a disease or condition becomes an international emergency. The second addresses the justification and processing of the quarantine law. The third synthesizes the epidemiological legislation in force with regard to emergencies and public health measures. The fourth presents the public health measures regulated by the quarantine law, while the fifth and last section scrutinizes the safeguards contained in the quarantine law. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

The international dimension of the emergency declaration

As a specialized organization of the United Nations system, WHO is the authority charged with directing and coordinating international action in the field of health, with regulatory power. The declaration of a PHEIC by WHO is based on the International Health Regulation (IHR). The current version of the IHR was approved in 2005 by the World Health Assembly and has been in force since 2007 in 196 states. According to article 1 of the IHR, a PHEIC is an extraordinary event that constitutes “a risk to other States through the international spread of disease”, and that potentially requires “a coordinated international response”.

The outbreak of the new coronavirus, which initially occurred in China, led WHO to declare the sixth PHEIC. Figure n. 1 offers some basic information about the history of these emergencies.
It is striking that, of the three PHEICs currently underway, it is only the new coronavirus that has achieved significant repercussions at the global level. Both the PHEIC referring to poliovirus, which is six years old, and the recent PHEIC referring to Ebola in the Democratic Republic of Congo, are rarely mentioned by the media.

The analysis of Figure n. 1 also demonstrates that the lethality of the threat in question; the number or severity of the cases; the impacts on the affected populations, or even the eventual inefficiency of the States where the outbreaks occur are not the factors that determine the declaration of a PHEIC. The decisive elements, according to the concept already mentioned in the IHR, are: the extraordinary character of the event; the potential for the spread of the disease across regions of the world; and the need for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure n. 1 - PHEICs declared by WHO until February 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Influenza A (H1N1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Declared in April 2009, extinguished in August 2010, originating in Mexico and initially called swine flu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• declared a pandemic in June 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• denunciations pointed out conflicts of interest in the composition of the WHO emergency committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• high-level commissions have strongly criticized the text or the application of the IHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Polio (ongoing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Declared in May 2014 (33rd meeting of the Emergency Committee on 01/07/2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• currently involves more than 20 states with varying degrees of risk of international spread of the disease, including Afghanistan, Nigeria, Pakistan and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• risk of spreading the virus was increased by armed conflicts and political crises, causing the compromise of immunization programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ebola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Declared in August 2014 and extinguished in March 2016, it had West Africa as its epicenter, with about 11,000 reported deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• represents a turning point in the field of global health, with great repercussion of the 7 cases of the disease treated in the West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• WHO action was considered a failure; a UN mission (UNMEER) took control of the international response, focused on geographic containment of the disease and marked by militarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Association between Zika virus and malformations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effective between February and November 2016, its epicenter was Brazil that revealed the Congenital Zika Syndrome to the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• raises the issue of endemic diseases within the scope of PHEICs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• impact on women's sexual and reproductive rights, and children's rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• marked by a serious political crisis and the simultaneity with the Olympic and Paralympic Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ebola (ongoing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Declared in October 2019 (2nd meeting of the Emergency Committee on 02/12/2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• epicenter in the Democratic Republic of Congo, marked by armed conflicts and political instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• generated controversy about late declaration and political relativization of the ESPII concept by the respective Emergency Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Coronavirus (ongoing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Declared in January 2020 with epicenter in China, followed by international spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• declared pandemic on March 11, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• highly restrictive rights measures are adopted, including in European democracies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• repercussions of the disease have an increasing impact on the international market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
internationalization of the response. It follows that diseases that affect millions of people are not considered emergencies for the IHR\textsuperscript{15}.

Figure n. 2 briefly describes the mechanism for declaring a PHEIC.

**Figure 2 - Declaration of a PHEIC according to the IHR**

The current IHR grants WHO a responsibility of the greatest relevance, since the declaration of a PHEIC can cause economic, political and social repercussions, as is the case of the new coronavirus. However, there is a vast critical literature on the IHR and the WHO emergency reporting mechanism. It indicates dysfunctions concerning the emergency committees that support the declaration of a PHEIC by the Director-General, including its composition\textsuperscript{16} and the opacity of its decision-making processes\textsuperscript{17}; in addition to the lack of sanctioning power that could convert WHO recommendations into obligations for States, among other aspects\textsuperscript{18}.

Emergency declarations, whether international or national, have the potential effect of adopting exceptional measures to protect public health, which demands an extra need to balance the rights of the individual and the rights of the collectivity.

\textsuperscript{15} The relevance of this concept is a recurring topic in the critical literature on global health. Recent experiences of expanding the concept of health emergencies are described in the literature, v. SUNSHINE, Gregory et al. “Emergency Declarations for Public Health Issues: Expanding Our Definition of Emergency”. The Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics, v. 47, n. 2_suppl, 2019, pp. 95–99.

\textsuperscript{16} When declaring the first PHEIC, regarding influenza A (H1N1), WHO only released the identity of the committee members at the end of the emergency, giving rise to accusations of conflict of interest of its members, some of them linked to the pharmaceutical industry. As of the second PHEIC, the composition of the committees started to be disclosed simultaneously to the declaration of the PHEIC, see list of committee members on the new coronavirus available at <https://www.who.int>. Accessed on 28 feb. 2020.


New Brazilian quarantine law: a casuistic and anti-democratic procedure

Drafted in less than a week, with two days of processing between the two houses of the Congress, Law no. 13,979/2020 resulted from a close coordination between the Executive Branch and the leaders of the Legislative Branch.

The corresponding Bill (proposed legislation - PL) no. 23/2020, introduced by the federal government, was not submitted to democratic debate, except for a few hours of discussion in the plenary of the House of Representatives, pressed by the urgency of the text, requested by the Congress itself. Modified by the House of Representatives, PL n. 23/2020 was converted into law after its full approval by the Senate, and then received a full presidential sanction.

Although, at the time, Brazil did not have confirmed cases of coronavirus and had a small number of suspected cases, such urgency was a condition imposed by the Executive Power to repatriate the Brazilians who were in Wuhan, China, then the epicenter of the PHEIC. At the beginning, the far-right leader Jair Bolsonaro, President of the Republic, had ruled out the possibility of repatriation for two reasons: the high financial cost of the operation, considering the special conditions for transferring potential patients; and the absence of legal measures in force to guarantee the quarantine, generating the risk that returnees could be removed from isolation through legal actions. Thus, as acknowledged by the Senate Opinion that recommended the approval of the aforementioned PL, “the issue of a new law is necessary to provide legal certainty for the repatriation of Brazilians who are in Wuhan, the Chinese city that is the

---

19 By virtue of art. 152 of the Internal Regulations of the House of Representatives, “Urgency is the dispensation of requirements, interstices or regimental formalities, except those referred to in § 1 of this article [publication and distribution, in separate or by copy, of the main proposal and, if any, of the accessory; opinions of the Committees or appointed Rapporteur; and quorum for deliberation], so that a certain proposal (...) is considered immediately, until its final decision”.

20 On 02/04/2020, by Deputy Aguinaldo Ribeiro, as Leader of the Majority, based on art. 155 of the aforementioned Internal Regulations of the House of Representatives, according to which “It may be automatically included in the Agenda for immediate discussion and voting, even if the session in which it is presented begins, a proposal that deals with matters of relevant and urgent national interest, at the request of an absolute majority of the composition of the House, or of Leaders representing that number, approved by the absolute majority of the Representatives (...)”.

21 “If we bring Brazilians here, it is our idea to place them in a quarantine location, but any legal action may take them from there” said the President.

epicenter of the outbreak, and to the quarantine regime to which they must be submitted when returning to the country”\textsuperscript{22}.

The “Operation Return to Homeland”\textsuperscript{23} was then launched, which comprised the so-called “rescue” of 34 Brazilians who were in Wuhan through two Brazilian Air Force (FAB) planes, and their subsequent submission to quarantine, together with 24 professionals who accompanied the mission, at Anápolis Air Base, for 14 days\textsuperscript{24}.

It is an old dilemma: “an imperialist approach to public health leads to questioning or an unacceptable limitation of fundamental freedoms, but a minimalist conception can cause human dramas of exceptional gravity”\textsuperscript{25}. Therefore, public health measures can, in fact, “invade the sphere of individual freedom in a very aggressive way”, an invasion that, “under the Democratic Rule of Law, will always be allowed when done under the law and in defense of the public interest, in this case, the protection of public health against health risks identified in society”, based on a "broad social debate" about the rules and procedures that the State must adopt”\textsuperscript{26}. Immunization programs, increasingly attacked by campaigns against vaccination, are a very telling example of the complexity of this issue\textsuperscript{27}.

The tensions between legitimate interests, but eventually diverse or even antagonistic, highlight the importance of a “sanitary democracy” that calls for the inclusion of popular participation in health-related decision-making processes; the organization of the State for the practice of participatory decision-making processes; in
addition to expanding the spaces of debate, allowing all interested parties to be able to present their arguments and influence the decision-making process. In democratic states, measures that restrict fundamental rights and freedoms must be regulated in detail, in order to ensure that they are properly motivated, reasonable and proportionate, in addition to being potentially efficient. In the health field, in particular, it is imperative that they are based on scientific evidence.

However, the Brazilian quarantine law, in spite of having the merit of regulating any restrictive measures of rights, does so in haste, in a moment of notable decline in democracy and human rights within the national territory. The next section will seek to place this new law within the broader context of the pre-existing legal system.

Public health emergencies and measures: synthesis of the epidemiological legislation in force

The current Brazilian epidemiological legislation was created in the 1970s, therefore, before the existence of the 1988 Federal Constitution and the creation of the Unified Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde [SUS]), and under the 1969 IHR, which was designed to combat specific diseases: cholera, fever yellow, plague and smallpox. Such anachronism adds to the broader problem of fragmentation of the Brazilian health surveillance into specialized fields of surveillance, such as epidemiological, sanitary and environmental surveillance; and the overlap between them, both at the conceptual and practical levels, especially with regard to the exercise of state’s police power.

This section presents the main rules that can be directly related to the new quarantine law.

Still in force, Law no. 6,259, of October 30, 1975, remains the main Brazilian standard for general epidemiological surveillance, at least regarding the subject under
consideration\textsuperscript{32}. The epidemiological surveillance action comprises the information, investigations and surveys necessary for the programming and evaluation of measures to control diseases and health problems. The Ministry of Health is responsible for regulating the organization and attributions of its services, both public and private, in addition to promote its implementation and coordination (art. 2). The law provides for compulsory notification to health authorities of suspected or confirmed cases of diseases that may involve isolation or quarantine measures, according to the IHR (above), in addition to other diseases and "unusual health problems" that can be indicated by the Ministry of Health (art. 7). It further stipulates that "it is the duty of every citizen to inform the local health authority of the occurrence of a fact, proven or presumed, of a case of communicable disease". It is also mandatory the notification of suspected or confirmed cases of diseases provided for in article 7 by doctors and other health professionals, in addition to those responsible for public and private health and education establishments (art. 8). Once notified, the health authority is obliged to carry out the relevant epidemiological investigation to elucidate the diagnosis and investigate the spread of the disease in the population at risk, and may require and carry out investigations, inquiries and epidemiological surveys with specific individuals and population groups, whenever he/she deems appropriate to protect public health (art. 11). As a result of the outcomes, partial or final, of such initiatives, the health authority is obliged to promptly adopt the measures indicated for the control of the disease, with regard to individuals, population groups and the environment (art. 12).

Finally, individuals and public or private entities, covered by the measures referred to in article 12, are subject to the control determined by the health authority (art.13). This, in particular, was the main legal provision to guarantee the Executive Power the exercise of police power in cases of epidemic risks until the advent of the quarantine law. This article is generic and does not contain which sanitary measures could be imposed, nor the specific sanctions for those who do not comply. It is dependent on the subsidiary application of Law 6.437, of 1977, which provides for sanitary infractions and respective sanctions, or even the Brazilian Penal Code, as it will be explained later.

It is, therefore, a silent legislation with regard to procedures for the adoption and implementation of emergency measures in public health, especially when it comes to the protection of the rights of those affected. The only safeguard provided for by Law no. 6,259/1975 concerns the confidential nature of compulsory notification of disease cases, stipulating that patient identification, outside the medical scope, “can only be carried out, in an exceptional character, in the event of great risk to the community in the judgment of the health authority and with prior knowledge of the patient or of his/her guardian” (art. 10).

In 2005, with the adoption of the IHR, which entered in force in 2007, Brazil assumed major international obligations in terms of health surveillance, in particular the development of “basic capabilities”, which, in practice, are the essential conditions so that the regulation can be complied with. The Ministry of Health (MS) has now a Health Surveillance Strategic Information Center (HSSIC) of the Health Surveillance Secretariat (HSS), defined as the Brazilian IHR focal point with the WHO. Also in 2005, an Interministerial Executive Group (IEG), composed of different federal government bodies and coordinated by the Ministry of Health, was created as an element of the Brazilian response to a possible influenza pandemic. As of 2009, the year in which WHO declared the PHEIC regarding influenza A (H1N1), HSSIC started to lead a network of state surveillance centers, which includes the Brazilian capitals and other municipalities considered strategic. There was great mobilization by the federal government to face that pandemic, leaving a significant legacy to Brazilian health surveillance system at the regulatory level and in terms of emergencies.

33 See Annex 1 of the IHR.
37 In addition to a PHEIC, WHO also recognized influenza A (H1N1) as a pandemic, which was controversial at the time, see DOSHI, P. “The elusive definition of pandemic influenza”. Bull World Health Organ. 2011 Jul 1;89(7):532-8.
In 2011, Ordinance 104, of January 25, 2011\textsuperscript{39}, adapted the terminologies used by the Brazilian legislation to the lexicon of the IHR\textsuperscript{40}. In the same year, through Decree no. 7,616, of November 17, 2011, regulated by Administrative Rule no. 2,952\textsuperscript{41}, the legal category of Public Health Emergency of National Importance (PHENI) was created. Although it is clearly a transposition of the PHEIC category to the national legal system, they are independent categories from each other\textsuperscript{42}. To date, two PHENIs have been declared in Brazil: the one related to Congenital Syndrome associated with infection by the Zika virus (CZS), between 2015 and 2017; and the one related to the new coronavirus, as will be seen below.

In addition to the response to the influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, such normative evolution is related to the Brazilian State’s mobilization to host, between 2007 and 2016, important international mass events, among them the Pan-American Games (2007), the Confederations Cup (2013) and the World Cup (2014), World Youth Day (2013) and the Olympic and Paralympic Games (2016)\textsuperscript{43}. In 2013, a specific regulation on surveillance and health care actions in mass events was adopted, but it makes no direct reference to public health measures\textsuperscript{44}.

In 2015, despite its chronic underfunding and countless ailments, SUS revealed to the world the Congenital Syndrome associated with infection by the Zika virus (CZS), thanks to the notable health professionals working in the hinterlands of the northeastern


\textsuperscript{42} According to the aforementioned Decree, the PHENI declaration will occur in situations that demand the urgent use of measures to prevent, control and contain risks and damages to public health (art. 2), due to the occurrence of epidemiological situations (outbreaks or epidemics that present a risk of national spread; are produced by unexpected infectious agents; represent the reintroduction of an eradicated disease; are of high severity; disasters; or lack of assistance to the population (art. 3). The same decree establishes the National Force of SUS (FN-SUS) as a cooperation program aimed at implementing measures for prevention, assistance and repression of epidemiological situations, disasters or lack of assistance to the population. (art. 12).

\textsuperscript{43} Teixeira, Maria Glória et al. “Vigilância em Saúde no SUS - construção, efeitos e perspectivas”. Ciênc. saúde colet. 23 (6) Jun 2018, pp.1811-1818.

Brazil\textsuperscript{45} and the public research institutes that have been resisting the recently intensified brutal attacks on Brazilian science. In the midst of a serious political and economic crisis, including the impeachment process of President Dilma Roussef, Brazil was able to organize a large-scale response, thanks to SUS\textsuperscript{46}. On November 11, 2015, the Ministry of Health declared PHENI\textsuperscript{47}; on February 1, 2016, WHO declared PHEIC\textsuperscript{48}. Noteworthy that the object of the emergency, both at the national and international levels, was not the outbreak of the Zika virus disease, but the association between infection and microcephaly and other malformations.

As shown in Table no. 1, PHENI and PHEIC related to CZS had a significant impact on Brazilian legislation, being the origin of laws and numerous normative acts from the Executive Branch.

**Table no. 1 - Main rules related to the emergence of CZS**

| Normative Resolution 387, of October 28, 2015 | Provides for the List of Procedures and Events in Health within the scope of Supplementary Health, to regulate mandatory coverage and the use of diagnostic tests for infection by the Zika virus (Amended by RN nº 407, of June 3, 2016, and revoked by RN 428, of 11/7/2017) |
| Ordinance No. 2,121, of December 18, 2015 | Amends Annex I of Ordinance No. 2,488 / GM / MS of October 21, 2011 [which approves the National Primary Care Policy], to reinforce actions aimed at controlling and reducing health risks by Primary Care Teams. |
| Decree No. 8,612, of December 21, 2015 | Institutes the National Coordination and Control Room, to face Dengue, Chikungunya Virus and Zika Virus (Revoked by Decree No. 10,087, 2019) |
| Provisional Measure No. 712, of January 29, 2016 | Provides for the adoption of health surveillance measures when the situation of imminent danger to public health is verified by the presence of the mosquito transmitting the Dengue Virus, the Chikungunya Virus and the Zika Virus is authorized to determine and execute the necessary measures to control the diseases caused by the aforementioned viruses, under the terms of Law 8,080, of |

\textsuperscript{45} On the association between the Zika virus, microcephaly and other malformations, see DINIZ, Debora. Zika: do sertão nordestino à ameaça global. Rio de Janeiro: Civilização Brasileira, 2016.


\textsuperscript{47} BRASIL. Ministério da Saúde. Portaria GM nº 1.813, de 11 de novembro de 2015. Declara ESPIN por alteração do padrão de ocorrência de microcefalias no Brasil, com base no Decreto nº 7616, de 17 de novembro de 2011. DOU, Brasília, DF, 12 nov. 2015.

\textsuperscript{48} OMS. WHO statement on the first meeting of the International Health Regulations (2005) (IHR 2005) Emergency Committee on Zika virus and observed increase in neurological disorders and neonatal malformations, Genebra, 01 fev. 2016.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 19, 1990, and other applicable rules [SUS authorities may determine and implement measures to contain diseases related to the aforementioned viruses, including forced entry into public and private properties, in the event of a situation of abandonment or absence of a person who can allow access by a public agent, regularly appointed and identified]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decree No. 8,662, of February 1, 2016</td>
<td>Provides for the adoption of routine measures for the prevention and elimination of outbreaks of the Aedes aegypti mosquito, within the organs and entities of the federal Executive Branch, and creates the Articulation and Monitoring Committee of the mobilization actions for the prevention and elimination of outbreaks of the mosquito Aedes aegypti (Revoked by Decree No. 10,179, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinance No. 1,046, of May 20, 2016</td>
<td>Establishes the National Network of Experts on Zika and related diseases (RENEZIKA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinance No. 204, of February 17, 2016</td>
<td>Defines the National Compulsory Notification List of diseases, conditions and public health events in public and private health services throughout the national territory, in accordance with the annex, and provides other measures [makes notification of Zika virus disease and deaths mandatory resulting from it]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisional Measure No. 716, of March 11, 2016 Converted into Law No. 13,310, of July 7, 2016</td>
<td>Opens extraordinary credit, in favor of the Ministries of Science, Technology and Innovation, Defense and Social Development and Fight against Hunger, in the amount of R $ 420,000,000.00, for the purposes specified [combating microcephaly and the Aedes mosquito]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interministerial Ordinance / Ministry of Social and Agrarian Development (MDS) No. 405 of March 15, 2016</td>
<td>Institutes, within the scope of SUS and the Unified Social Assistance System (SUAS), the Rapid Action Strategy for Strengthening Health Care and Social Protection for Children with Microcephaly - Extended by Ordinance Interministerial MS / MDS no. 1,115 on June 3, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinance No. 58, of June 3, 2016</td>
<td>Provides for articulated actions of the Social Assistance and Social Security networks in the care of children with microcephaly for access to the Continued Social Assistance Benefit - BPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Cities Ordinance No. 321, of July 14, 2016</td>
<td>Redraws the Instructions Manual for selection of beneficiaries within the scope of the Minha Casa, Minha Vida Program [families with microcephaly exempt from the draw for the program]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ordinance No. 1,682, of July 30, 2017
Declaring the closure of PHENI due to a change in the pattern of microcephaly occurrence in Brazil and disabling the Center for Emergency Operations in Public Health (COES)

Among the different contributions of this normative framework, we highlight that, despite its tradition in programs to combat vectors that transmit diseases, only within the scope of the response to CZS did Brazilian law expressly allow the entry of public agents in abandoned private properties for disposal outbreaks of mosquitoes. Even so, Brazil has lost the so-called “war against the mosquito”, with a high incidence of vector-borne diseases, mainly due to structural deficiencies related to basic sanitation and access to drinking water, including in the richest regions of the country, marked by persistent health inequities. In 2019, Brazil had more than 1.5 million dengue cases, with a greater number of cases in the Southeast and a higher incidence in the Midwest; more than 130,000 chikungunya, with the highest number of cases and the highest incidence in the Southeast; and more than 10,000 Zika, with a greater number of cases and a higher incidence in the Northeast. Accordingly, endemic diseases transmitted by vector, contrary to old stigmas, are not concentrated in the Northeast and North regions of the country.

Despite its importance, the emergency related to CZS was not sufficient to create to the drafting of a new general epidemiological surveillance law.

Unlike CZS, in which the PHENI declaration preceded the PHEIC - which is explained by the fact that Brazil was the epicenter of the emergency and that the SUS detected the object of the emergency - the Brazilian response to the new coronavirus accompanied the emergency declaration at the international level, as shown in Table no. 2.

50 Number of cases per 100 thousand inhabitants.
Table no. 2 – Infralegal rules adopted in the scope of the Brazilian response to the coronavirus until February 2020

| Decree n° 10.211, of January 30, 2020 | Institutes the Interministerial Executive Group on Public Health Emergency of National and International Importance (GEI-PHEIC), revoking the Decree of December 6, 2010 that had the same object |
| Decree No. 10,212, of January 30, 2020 | Implements the revised IHR text |
| Ordinance n. 188, of February 3, 2020 | Declares Public Health Emergency of National Importance (PHENI) due to Human Infection with the new Coronavirus (2019-nCoV). |
| Decree No. 10,238, of February 11, 2020 | Amends Decree n° 10.211, of January 30, 2020, which provides for the GEI-PHEIC, to include in its composition the Ministry of Foreign Affairs |
| Provisional Measure no. 922, of February 28, 2020 | Amends Law No. 8,745, of December 9, 1993, which provides hiring for a fixed period of time to meet the temporary need for exceptional public interest, among others, including public health emergencies in the list of exceptional situations. |

The federal government made a point of promulgating the IHR, already approved by the Congress, by legislative decree52, despite the fact that it had entered into force for Brazil, on June 15, 2007, pursuant to Article 59 of the IHR itself. In accordance to international law and due to the nature of the WHO regulations, its incorporation is not necessary (and, strictly speaking, not even applicable)53. It is evident that this promulgation aims to elude any and all questions about the validity of the IHR in the Brazilian legal system.

As Table n. 2 shows, on February 3, 2020, the Ministry of Health declared a public health emergency at the national level (PHENI). Among the justifications contained in the preamble is the need to establish a strategy for monitoring nationals and foreigners who enter into the country and who fall under the definitions of suspected and confirmed cases. Also on February 3, the Ministry of Health forwarded to the Presidency of the Republic the Bill, which would be converted into the current law.

As a justification for the Bill, the Minister of Health, Luiz Henrique Mandetta, maintained that Brazilian legislation was outdated, without “appropriate legal and

52 See VENTURA, Deisy. Direito e Saúde Global ..., op. cit., p.144-147.
sanitary measures and instruments so that the State and Brazilian society can organize themselves to combating new threats to public health” 54.

Health measures regulated by Law no. 13,979 / 2020

The new quarantine law refers to the provision on "measures to combat PHEIC resulting from the coronavirus responsible for the 2019 outbreak" (epigraph), with the objective of protecting the community (art. 1 § 1). Table no. 3 identifies the exceptional measures provided for in art. 3 of the new law, which due to its restrictive character of rights came to be referred to as “a Sanitary AI-5 in 2020” 55.

Table no. 3 - Measures to face the PHEIC (art. 3 of Law 13,979 / 20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Definition 56</th>
<th>Competent authorities57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I – Isolation</td>
<td>Separation of sick or contaminated persons, or luggage, means of transport, goods or affected postal parcels, [or] from others, in order to avoid contamination or the spread of the coronavirus (art. 2.1 Law 13,979 / 20)</td>
<td>- Act of the Minister of State for Health provides for applicable conditions and deadlines - Can be applied by the Ministry of Health (MH) and by local health managers, as long as authorized by the MH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - Quarantine</td>
<td>Restriction of activities or separation of persons suspected of being infected by persons who are not sick, or of luggage, containers, animals, means of transport or goods suspected of being contaminated, in order to avoid possible contamination or the spread</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

56 By virtue of art. 2 of Law 13,979 / 20, the definitions established by art. 1 of the IHR are applicable to it “as appropriate”.
57 See. art. 3°§§ 5 a 7 da Lei 13,979/20.
### III - Determination of the compulsory performance of a) Medical examinations

Means the preliminary assessment of a person by an authorized health worker or by a person under the direct supervision of the competent authority, to determine the person’s health status and potential public health risk to others, and may include the scrutiny of health documents, and a physical examination when justified by the circumstances of the individual case; (Art. 1 IHR)

- **MH**
- **Local health managers**

### b) Laboratory tests

There is not

### c) Collection of clinical samples

There is not

### d) Vaccination and other prophylactic measures

There is not

### e) Specific medical treatments

There is not

### IV - Epidemiological study or investigation

There is not

- **MH**
- **Local health managers**

### V - Exhumation, necropsy, cremation and corpse management

There is not

- **MH and local health managers, as long as authorized by the MH**

### VI - Exceptional and temporary restriction on entering and leaving the country, according to the technical and reasoned recommendation of the National Health Surveillance Agency (Anvisa), by highways, ports or airports

“departure” means, for persons, baggage, cargo, conveyances or goods, the act of leaving a territory; “port” means a seaport or a port on an inland body of water where ships on an international voyage arrive or depart; “airport” means any airport where international flights arrive or depart; (art. 1° IHR)

- **It should be regulated by a joint act of the Ministers of State for Health and the Minister of State for Justice and Public Security**
- **Can be applied by the MH and by local health managers, as long as authorized by the MH**
There is no doubt about the operational and ethical complexity of the measures listed by the quarantine law. The specialized literature has reservations regarding mandatory treatment (art. 4, III, e) and quarantine (art. 4, II). As for the first, it is clearly an “extreme-situation in public health”, as the “codes of Medical Ethics only authorize treatment imposed against the patient’s will in situations of imminent risk of life”. When it comes to quarantine, studies demonstrate the “low effectiveness of coercive methods and also deterioration in the general living conditions of quarantined patients”\(^58\). However, the undoubted existence of situations that potentially justify restrictive measures from the perspective of protecting public health, such as large-scale epidemics, seems sufficient to justify its regulation, especially to guarantee its exceptional character and to minimize its impact on the rights of those affected. The doubts that assail health authorities and health professionals during emergencies should also be considered, in the absence of more detailed regulations.

In 2014, the advent of the first suspected case of Ebola in Brazil, which has not been confirmed, offered a privileged laboratory for the risks caused by poor regulation, which contributed to the patient’s information and consent rights being violated in the first stage of his care, together with the violation of his privacy as a consequence of the wide diffusion of his identity and image in the media\(^59\). At the time, it was questioned: “If the patient refuses to remain hospitalized, should the team call the police? Should police

---


\(^{59}\) VENTURA, Deisy; HOLZHACKER, Vivian. Saúde Global e Direitos Humanos: o primeiro caso suspeito de ebola no Brasil. Lua Nova, São Paulo, n. 98, 2016, p. 107-140.
officers wear PPE [Personal Protective Equipment] to contain the patient? Will the patient be placed under surveillance at the referral hospital?”, among other aspects.60

On March 11, 2020, Ordinance no. 35661 regulated the quarantine law. It turns the free and informed consent term mandatory for people affected by isolation or quarantine, as well as the notification of isolation, offering such forms in Annex 1. It also determines the duration of these measures: fourteen days for isolation, which can be extended for the same period; and up to forty days for quarantine, extendable indefinitely. The purpose of the quarantine is: to ensure the maintenance of health services in a certain and determined place. It also indicates that isolation should preferably occur at home, in addition to providing several operational details related to exams and tests, among others.

Such regulation, however, did not provide details on sanctions for non-compliance with the measures, being limited to determining that the doctor or epidemiological surveillance agent inform the police authority and the Public Prosecutor’s Office about possible non-compliance. According to art. 1 of the IHR, a “health measure” corresponds to the procedures applied to prevent the spread of contamination or disease, “not including police or security measures”. The new Brazilian law does not allow supposing the exclusion of police or security measures, although it does not expressly provide for them. In effect, article 3 § 4 of the quarantine law stipulates that "people must be subject to compliance with the measures provided for in this article, and failure to comply with them will result in liability, under the terms provided by law". In the absence of an explicit reference to the applicable law, it is possible to assume a reference to the “violations of federal health legislation” provided for by Law No. 6,437, of August 20, 1977. Said Law, in its art. 10, typifies and provides for sanctions of conducts such as non-compliance with the duty to report disease or zoonosis transmissible to man (item VI);
the gesture of preventing or hindering the application of sanitary measures related to communicable diseases and the sacrifice of domestic animals considered dangerous by the health authorities (VII); or to hinder or oppose the execution of sanitary measures aimed at the prevention of communicable diseases and their dissemination, the preservation and maintenance of health (VIII), among other conducts. More recently, a federal law had the exclusive goal of defining as “health infraction” the non-compliance with the obligations provided for by Law No. 6,437, mentioned above, without prejudice to the other applicable criminal sanctions.

In criminal matters, according to the Ministry of Health, two crimes typified by Brazilian criminal law could be evoked at this point: “causing an epidemic by spreading pathogenic germs” corresponds to 10 to 15 years' imprisonment, the penalty being applied twice when death results (art. 267); and “breach of preventive health measure”, designed to prevent the introduction or spread of a contagious disease”, punishable by imprisonment from one month to one year and a fine. The Minister of Health declared: “I felt a lack of clarity in the French episode”, although he acknowledged the good intentions of everyone involved.

It is also necessary to raise the question of the compatibility of the measures provided for in the law with the IHR. In principle, States Parties may not impose on travelers any medical examination, vaccination, prophylactic measure or health measure without their prior express and informed consent, or from their parents or legal guardians, (art.31.1). However, when there is evidence of an imminent risk to public health, there are exceptional situations when the IHR allows States Parties to impose medical examinations on travelers.

---

64 BRASIL. Lei n. 13.730, de 8 de novembro de 2018. Altera o art. 14 da Lei nº 6.259, de 30 de outubro de 1975, para considerar infração sanitária a inobservância das obrigações nela estabelecidas. DOU, Brasília, DF, 24 ago. 1977. The justification for this change would be to clearly state that the absence of notification of diseases by health professionals as a health infraction, due to the finding made by the Special Subcommittee aimed at investigating the use of pesticides and their health consequences (2011) that there was underreporting illness, including compulsory notification, see. CÂMARA DOS DEPUTADOS. Comissão de Seguridade Social e Família. PL n. 1.068, DE 2015. Parecer do Relator. Deputado Adelmo Carneiro Leão. Brasília, 27 out. 2015. It is worth remembering that the omission of notification of compulsory notification by a doctor constitutes a crime punishable by detention, from six months to two years, and a fine, according to article 269 of the Penal Code in force.
66 According to the same article, in case of fault (absence of intent and negligence, malpractice or imprudence, the penalty is imprisonment, from one to two years, or, if death results, from two to four years).
67 According to the sole paragraph of the same article, the penalty is increased by one third if the agent is a public health worker or exercises the profession of doctor, pharmacist, dentist or nurse.
69 "traveller" means a natural person undertaking an international voyage (art. 1 of the IHR).
health, the State Party may, to the extent necessary to control such risk, compel the traveler to undergo medical examinations that will achieve the intended public health objective in the least invasive\(^70\) and intrusive\(^71\) manner as possible; vaccination or other prophylactic measure; or measures such as isolation and quarantine (art.31.2).

On the other hand, the exceptional and temporary restriction on entering and leaving the country (art. 3, VI), although conditioned to the technical and well-founded recommendation of the National Health Surveillance Agency (Anvisa), may also create incompatibility with the IHR when there is no WHO recommendation, based on scientific evidence, to restrict the international movement of people. In view of article 43.1 of the IHR, any additional measures to those recommended by WHO should not be more restrictive to international traffic, nor more invasive or intrusive towards people. This type of restrictive measure is potentially harmful to human rights because it hinders the international circulation of human resources necessary for the response, in addition to favoring stigma and discrimination against travelers, migrants and refugees because of their origin.

To date WHO has not recommended restrictions on the international movement of people in the case of the ongoing PHEIC. In fact, its recommendations go in the opposite direction and can be summarized in seven axes, as shown in figure n. 3.

---

**Figure n. 3 - Summary of WHO recommendations on PHEIC for the new coronavirus**\(^72\)

\(^{70}\) “Intrusive” means possibly provoking discomfort through close or intimate contact or questioning; (art. 1 IHR).

\(^{71}\) “Invasive” means the puncture or incision of the skin or insertion of an instrument or foreign material into the body or the examination of a body cavity. For the purposes of these Regulations, medical examination of the ear, nose and mouth, temperature assessment using an ear, oral or cutaneous thermometer, or thermal imaging; medical inspection; auscultation; external palpation; retinoscopy; external collection of urine, faeces or saliva samples; external measurement of blood pressure; and electrocardiography shall be considered to be non-invasive (art. 1 IHR).

Despite these recommendations, on February 27, 2020, 41 states had notified the adoption of measures restricting international traffic\(^{73}\), until that moment, no commercial restrictions had been notified\(^{74}\). According to the WHO, the majority of these measures target people from China or countries with sustained transmission of COVID-19, including the prohibition of foreigners from entering national territory, the imposition of quarantine measures or isolation of nationals or foreigners, or even restrictions on granting visas. The justification for the measures is generally related to two types of arguments: the vulnerabilities of the health system (for example, lack of capacity for diagnosis and response) and uncertainties regarding the transmission of the virus and the severity of the disease; both justifications are hardly supported by the available scientific evidence. Also, according to WHO, such measures may have delayed the importation of new cases, but did not prevent the importation of the disease. Unfortunately, such measures are part of the established tradition of associating foreigners and diseases that mark the history of epidemics and is part of the process of building national identities in the West, maintaining in contemporary times the potential to induce or justify human rights violations\(^{75}\).

In addition to the possible illegality of the measures, many States have not even notified WHO of the measures they have adopted\(^{76}\). Brazil, so far, has not adopted restrictive measures for entering and leaving the country, which can only be done through

\(^{73}\) Within the scope of the control mechanism established by article 43 of the IHR.


a joint act of the Ministers of Health and Justice and Public Security (art. 3 § 6 of Law 13,979/20).

To sum up, the Brazilian quarantine law is not, per se, incompatible with the IHR, being the motivation and the proportionality of its measures the decisive criteria for assessing its compatibility with the international standard, in addition to the effective application of the safeguards that will be dealt with in the next section.

As a last note, the law establishes one kind of exceptionality of another nature. It waives bid requirements for the acquisition of goods, services and health supplies intended to deal with the public health emergency, only as long as the PHEIC resulting from coronavirus lasts (art. 4).

**Safeguards from Law no. 13,979 / 2020**

Without entering into the necessary debate on the relevance or efficiency of restrictive measures in the case of the new coronavirus, it is important to highlight that, when adopted, these measures cannot represent a “carte blanche” for the State in relation to the fate of the affected people.

The first safeguard provided for is that measures to confront the PHEIC “can only be determined based on scientific evidence and analysis of strategic health information and should be limited in time and space to the minimum necessary to the promotion and preservation of public health” (art. 3 º § 1). Scientific evidence corresponds to “information that provides a level of evidence based on established and accepted scientific methods” (art. 1 º IHR). The relevance of this safeguard becomes especially sensitive in a context where the denial of scientific knowledge and religious obscurantism are widespread in several sectors of the federal government.

The Law guarantees people affected by the measures “the right to be permanently informed about their state of health” and the right to receive free treatment (art. 3 § 2). In the lexicon of the IHR, "affected" means an infected or contaminated person that carries “sources of infection or contamination, so as to constitute a public health risk” (art. 1 IHR).
In addition to these safeguards, the House of Representatives modified or inserted new provisions, with a significant contribution to the improvement of legislation, as shown in Table no. 4.

**Table no. 4 - Safeguards introduced in Law 13,979 / 20 by the House of Representatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Art. 1°</th>
<th>Inclusion of the expression “responsible for the 2019 outbreak” to qualify the public health emergency initially referred to only as “due to the coronavirus”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art. 1°</td>
<td>Addition of §3 to limit the maximum period of validity of the law to the duration of PHEIC declared by WHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 3° VI</td>
<td>Addition of the need for a “technical and reasoned recommendation by ANVISA” to guide the eventual exceptional and temporary restriction of entry and exit from the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 3° §2° I</td>
<td>Inclusion of family assistance as a guarantee to people affected by the measures provided for in the law, through regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 3° §2°</td>
<td>Addition of item III to assure affected persons “full respect for the dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of persons, as recommended by Article 3 of the IHR”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 4°</td>
<td>Addition of § 2° to give greater transparency and publicity to the contracts and acquisitions made by exemption from bid requirements: “All contracts or acquisitions carried out under this Act will be immediately available on a specific official website on the world wide web (internet), containing, as appropriate, in addition to the information provided for in § 3 of art. 8 of Law No. 12,527, of November 18, 2011, the name of the contractor, the number of his registration with the Federal Revenue of Brazil, the contractual term, the amount and the respective contracting or acquisition process”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Art. 5° | - Modification of the caput to replace the phrase “It is the duty of every natural person in Brazilian territory to immediately communicate to the health authorities of [I - possible contacts with infectious agents of the coronavirus; II - circulation in areas considered to be regions of contamination by the coronavirus] by the phrase: “Everyone will collaborate with the health authorities in the immediate communication of”
- Suppression of item III, which required reporting to the health authorities of the “manifestation of symptoms considered characteristic of illness by the coronavirus” |

---

Art. 6°

Addition of §2°: “The Ministry of Health will keep public and updated data on confirmed, suspicious and investigating cases, related to the public health emergency situation, safeguarding the right to confidentiality of personal information”

Art. 8°

Inclusion to determine that the “Law will remain in force for the duration of the international emergency for the coronavirus responsible for the 2019 outbreak”

There is no doubt about the importance of the safeguards inserted by the House of Representatives, despite the short processing time of the Bill, both in terms of protecting the affected people (adopting the broader guarantee of dignity, rights and freedoms provided by the IHR) and assistance to the respective families (although it depends on specific regulation), as in the imposition on the State of a clearer temporal limitation (by linking the PHENI duration to the PHEIC duration, that is, prohibiting the possibility of indefinitely extending the term of exceptional measures based on this law) and guarantees of transparency (regarding the waiver of bid requirements and emergency data)78.

It is worth noting the reframing of the obligation resulting from article 5, which goes from the “duty of immediate communication to the authorities” of possible contact with the virus to the final wording that excludes the reference to symptoms and stipulates, in a milder way, that everyone will collaborate with health authorities in the immediate communication of possible contacts with infectious agents of the coronavirus; and circulation in areas considered to be regions of contamination. The new wording can contribute to prevent stigmatization, in addition to avoid temptations to, through the infra-legal route, make mandatory the reporting of cases by establishing sanctions for the alleged violation of a duty to communicate.

However, an explicit reference to the treatment that should be given to travelers is missing from the Law. In addition to the general guarantee provided for in article 3 of the IHR, and contemplated in the Brazilian quarantine law thanks to the House of Representatives, by virtue of article 32 of the IHR, States Parties have an obligation to minimize “any inconvenience or anguish associated with restrictive measures”, treating

78 The mere right to information, by itself, does not make the law a model of accountability mechanism, which would be ideal in this case. Accountability mechanisms work as a tool to control the decision-making process and, consequently, as a limit to the autonomy of the agent with the authority to decide. For a more detailed conceptual elaboration see RACHED, Danielle Hanna. The Concept(s) of Accountability: Form in Search of Substance. Leiden Journal of International Law, v. 29, p. 317-342, 2016.
all travelers with courtesy and respect; taking into account the gender and socio-cultural, ethnic or religious concerns of travelers; providing adequate food and water, appropriate accommodation and clothing, protection for luggage and other goods, appropriate medical treatment, necessary means of communication, "if possible in a language they can understand"; and other appropriate assistance to travelers who are quarantined, isolated or subjected to other procedures for public health purposes.

If the absence of an explicit reference to article 32 can eventually be offset by a general judicial protection, the lack of other safeguards not included in the IHR may contribute to human rights violations. It is worth mentioning at least four of them.

First, health authorities deciding on health measures that restrict individual freedom should be obliged to communicate its decision to the competent Public Prosecutor's Office or to some external and popular control body, within a maximum of 24 hours. These bodies should verify whether the legal and formal requirements for the adoption of the measure have been met and should take the appropriate legal measures.

Second, with respect to nationals of other States, if the person affected by these measures does not speak Portuguese, there should be a mandatory translation into an understandable language, an indispensable condition for the exercise of the right to information about one's own state of affairs, and not just “as far as possible” as recommended by the already mentioned article 32 of the IHR. The submission of a person to measures such as exams and compulsory treatments, in addition to isolation or quarantine, when associated with the inability to communicate with health professionals and others involved in the service in question, constitutes inhuman and degrading treatment, which is totally incompatible with the constitutional order and the international commitments assumed by Brazil in the area of human rights.

Third, the current legislation does not provide legal solutions to the heavy consequences that quarantine, compulsory treatment or isolation can have on labor relationships. The current legislation is limited to considering a justified absence from public service or private work activity for the period of absence resulting from these
measures (art. 3 § 3). Certainly, regulation that would protect workers more broadly from economic risks would be welcome.

Finally, in the event of certain restrictions related to the burial of people, in order to prevent agglomerations, or even in the event of the need to organize collective burials, the regulation of the exercise of the inalienable rights of watching over and saying goodbye to the dead remains pending.

Conclusions

Public health measures, including quarantine, already existed in a general way in the Brazilian epidemiological legislation. However, the new quarantine law, which comprises important safeguards, represents an improvement over the previous order. Having said that, the quarantine law maintains essential features of the preceding legislation, namely the reactive and case-by-case elaboration of normative instruments; the fragmentation of the legal system in a diversity of instruments whose hierarchical consistency can be questioned; the absence of a democratic debate; and the pending standardization of numerous details that are decisive for the correct implementation of the law, evidencing a still insufficient exercise of regulatory power.

It is also evident that despite the time limit for the parliamentary procedure, the House of Representatives made modifications to the original text submitted by the Executive Branch, which represented fundamental contributions to the protection of democracy and human rights in Brazil during the emergency. These safeguards seem even more relevant and sensitive in the context of an increasing institutional encouragement to the violation of human rights domestically and the fact that, at the international level, Brazil’s position on human rights suffers unprecedented degradation, which is compromising the leadership role that Brazil has always exercised in global health governance. Nevertheless, the quarantine law still needs to be significantly improved so that it can achieve both efficiency and legitimacy.

In an extremely adverse political context for Brazilian public health, debased by successive budget cuts and suffering competition from religious fundamentalism and

---

negation in relation to science, SUS remains the main axis of response to emergencies. The analysis of the powers in the new law indicates the strengthening of health authorities to respond to the emergence of the new coronavirus, and with them the affirmation of scientific evidence as an indispensable criterion for the adoption of public health measures. The current Minister of Health would have declared: “I’m glad we have SUS” 81. However, the persistence of headlines about the new coronavirus, in addition to causing panic in the population and stigma towards the people involved, can obscure the evidence that there is only true health security in systems capable of covering the entire territory with universal access to health. The detection of a disease cannot depend on financial resources to pay for care, and even less its prevention and treatment. In addition, public research institutions carry out essential work in responding to emergencies. The dismantling of universal health systems and the devaluation of science are today the greatest threats to global health security.

The current event also reinforces the importance of WHO’s actions, despite its dysfunctions. WHO’s standards, based on scientific evidence, are a reference for immeasurable dissemination at the global level, enhancing its ability to share knowledge essential to the detection and response to the disease. Furthermore, it is difficult to imagine another international actor who would affirm, in the face of this emergency, “it is a time of facts, not of fear; of science, not of rumors; solidarity, not stigma” 82.

Finally, it is imperative that Brazil adopts a general and permanent epidemiological law, that is, one that is not restricted to a specific emergency, elaborated in a democratic way, which systematizes the various infra-legal rules in force. With a world population of 7.8 billion people, part of them capable of making about 1.5 billion international trips a year 83, the global ecosystem today serves as a playground for emergencies and exchange of animal viruses with high rates mutations that turn into existential threats to humans 84. The successive economic crises that deplete huge population numbers, the acceleration of the devastation of the environment and the persistence of armed conflicts and areas with high levels of violence dramatically increase

83 Organização Mundial do Turismo. UNWTO World Tourism Barometer v. 18 n. 1, Jan. 2020.
the risks of pandemics, including diseases that today seem easily preventable. Pandemics tend to definitively integrate the legal and political landscape at the national and global levels.

Tradução realizada pelos próprios autores.
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